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Rape rate grows

Reg istration
'89 begins

course by forc ible compulsion." Rape
By David Freema n
is a class A fdony with punishment up
Staff Writer
Note: Rape and sex ual assault are far to 10-30 years or life in pri son and a
more serious than what some people fine.
First degree sex ual assault is dethink. It may be joked about but the real
fi ned as "sexual intercourse where the
thing is not a laugh ing matter.
According to the October 4 issue of victim is incapacitated." This is a class
USA Today, more than 600 rapes were C felony with punishmen t of up to 2-7
reported on campuses nationwide. years in prison and fines or if the victim
Those are only reported rapes. Many in injured it becomes a class B felony
more are not reported and no action is with punishment up to 5-15 years and
taken . Fortunately, UMR reported no fines. These puni shments can be exrapes last year. As a maller of fact, no tended or diminished.
The most common form of rape is
rapes have been reported Qn the UMR
campus in five years. This can be at- acquaintance rape. This means that the
tributed to the small campus size and victim is assaulted by someone she
rural area but it does not mean secual knows such as a boyfriend or someone
only known casually. There are, of
assaults have not occurred in Rolla.
In Rolla in the last five years , there course, attacks by unknown persons
have been as few reported rapes as 0 in and gang rapes.
Many of the acquaintance rapes
1987 or as many as 4 to date this year.
But once again , thes'e are only the re- occur during or after functions involving alcohol and/ordrugs . According to
ported ones.
According to the Missouri Criminal
Code, rape is defined as "sexual inter- See Rape, page 19

Homecoming Queen 'crovlned

Submitted by Registrar's Office
Preregistration for the 1989 Winter
semester is open to currently enrolled
students and former students who have
been accepted for readmission to the
University. Students should obtain
their preregistration materials from the
Registrar's Office beginning October
20. Registration material is to be returned to the Registrar'S Office October 20 through October 28. Students
should contact their departments prior
to October 20 for advising appointments. Some departments will not
schedule appointments the entire
week. See your department for details.
Detail ed information regarding
preregistration will be found in the
Winter Schedule of Classes.
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Due to Stueo Free Day,
submissions for next
week's issue of the
Miner must be in the
drop box by 4:30 p.m. or
brought to the weekly
staff meeting at 6 p.m. on
Wednesday.

Tickets given for game
Submitted by Sports Information
Tickets for the UMR-Southeast
Missouri football game, set for October 22 at Busch Memorial Stadium,
will be available free of charge to
UMR students.
Each student will be able to obtain
two tickets to the game by simply
showing an ID card. Tickets may be
picked up at the Student Activities
Office in University Center-West,
starting October 10.

General public tickets may be obtained at the UMR Athletic Depanment for $6 each .
"This will be a rare opportunity to
see the football team play in a major
sports facility," said UMR Athletic
Director Billy Key. "With all of the
SI. Louis-area students on campus, we
hope our student body will take advantage of these free tickets and plan
on attending the game."
Kick-off at Busch Stadium will be
. 1 :30 p.m. on October 22.

Greenpeace moves to save kangaroos

Scott Sorrell

Jennifer Peterson, representing Pi Kappa Alpha, is crowned
as the 1988 Homecoming Queen by 1987 Queen Jennifer
L nch.

By Scott Mar tin
leather. Greenpeace hopes to repeat Congressional ban could be raised to
Staff W riter
this performance in Am erica. With the stop kangaroo imports. For more inforGreenpeace USA is launching a heip . of I'ublic and student activism a mation call 202-462-1177.
campaign they hope wi ll eliminate the
American demand for Australian kangaroo leathcr. The leath er, used primarily in athletic shoes, is " harvested"
every year in Australia under a quota
system that reduced the kangaroopopulation by 40% to 19 million in the two
short years between 1981 and 1983.
Th ough seven species are extinct and
twelve are endangered, the government
quota continues to allow 3 million kill ings per year.
Though unable to affect Australi an
policies, Greenpeace hopes to reduce
the ki ll ings by reducing the demand for
the animals' hides. Top shoe manufac.' I..
a=-\,,turers such as Nike, Puma, New Bal~
. j" I ,
ance, and Adidas all use this leather in
America. After a successful Euopean
campaign, all manufac turers except
"At least I'm safe!"
Adidas dropped the use of kangaroo
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VVednesday,

Personal Resource Development Series, "Leadership Skills," 3:30 p.m., Mark Twain .

Monday

A~M~ lIt.eeUnR,} p.m .. l .<!4--">.iE
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amount: $1500.

ASME Meeting, 6 p.m., 104 ME.'

Alph a Sigma Mu Meeting',-g p.m ., McNutt .

Chi Epsilon Meeting, 4 :30 p.m., 117 CE
SME Meeting, 7 :30 p,".'- , 212 McNutt

Institute of Transportation Engineer Meeti ng, 7

rruesaay
Math Help Session, 6 :4'5 p.m., 203 M-CS
EIT Review, "Strength of Materials," 7 p ,m ., 114
CE

p.m., CE 114.
Don Hiatle will speak on
Highways in Missouri. " Memberships will be sold. All those interested are invited
to auend.
' ~omorrow's

ASUM will sponsor vOler registrati on drive from
10 a.m. untill p.m. at I;hc.Hockey Puck.. Absentee
Ballot Applications will also be available at this
time, or can be picked up in ~oom 206, UC-West,

Awatrl

"-

Business Manager
Slephanie Dinwiddie

• lunior or Senior Engineering Student at the

Juggli ng C lub Meeting, 6 p.m ., 311 Norwood .
Everyone is welcome.

Blue Key Meeting, 6 :15 p.m., Ozark Room , UC·
i
East.

~u~l1Iary,

1989 FaU semester.
. Good scholastic achievements.

Consulting Engineers Coo neil or Missouri
(CECMo), Award amount: three $1000 scholar·

:~~~'~15:

• Must ~. ente~g the junior. senior, or
yea r (in a 5·year program) in the raU of i 989.
• NOl eligible if graduating December, 1989.
· A~tendingan ABEf-acc~iled university or
college working toward BS degree in engineering.
upper half ofhls/herengineering class.
- Interes ted in pursuing a career in consulting
engineering.
- U.S. citizen.
~
January 20, 1989

ruth

, -Inthe

Juggling Club MeeUng, 6p.m., 311 Norwood. All
we lcome. We will discuss the pblssibilitfes of dues.

Students w.h9 "{ere ay.rard...ed the MiSSQuri Hieher
F ducation "Brig~l Flight" Scholarship for the '
1988-89 academic 'year should 'report to the
cashic'( 's office , basement ofParlcer Hail, to obtain

!)eaIEdiw

Assistant Managing
Editor ,
Marcia Waggoner

National Roofing Foundation (N RF). Award ~
amount: 54000.
Reguirements :
- Can be either high school senior planning to
atte nd college, an undergraduate. or graduate student.
- Must be full -time student and enrolled in
architecture, eng ineering or other curriculum related to the roofing industry.
~ Available by contacting: Aimee

Advertising Director
Maria Lahm
364·9502
Assistant Advartislng
Director
Terry Bracken
364·1137

O'Hare Centre, 6250 River Road, Rosemont, Ulinois 61lOl8.

News Editor
John Pope
364·8968

their check· for.the-Fall 1988,semester.

PREREGISTRATION' FOR
WINTER OCT 24-28
CLASS SCHEDULE
AVAILABLE OCT· 20 ,

c iti z~,:~ ~~ c! ti7:e,n.s }~f ~e .~ t~t": of ,.
Missouri residing in Phelps County, it
is our privilege and duty to p,a,n icipate
in thi s year's president.i'll"state, and
local elections. BUltO vote, you must
be registered.
The deadline to register to vote in
this fall 's elections is 5 ;:J.l~. on Octo·
ber 19. If you can't make it to the
County Clerk's office: that's okay.
Siuden t Council, in conjunction wi th
the Associated Students of the University of Missouri and Phelps
County Clerk' s Office will be con·
ducting a series of Voter Regis tration
drives on campus and around town.
On Wednesday, October 12,
ASUM and SruCo will have a voter
registration booth set up near the
Hockey Puck (poss ibly indoor due to

weather). In addition , they will be
.day, Octobe; 19, the lastday to regis·
conducting Voter Caravans , visiting
ter to vote.
the various residence halls and·frater·
If· you already are registered to
ni ty/sorority houses. If you miss any
vote in a different county, you can '
of these opportunities 'to register to
pick up absentee ballot applications
'op b'y lIie ' , at these 'sites as 'well.- However, we
vote,' you ' carl alWays ,H
ASUM office locatea- ai 206 UC·
encourage you to registeno vote here
Wes t between the hours of9 a. m. and
in Phelps County. You don ' t have to
2 p .m., and at the StuCo office latcr in
hassle with the paperwork, ·and you
the afternoon . A final push will be
can ,have a direct influence o~ local
made toregi ster srudents on Wednes·
politics. Transfer of reg istration and

~ A CUT 'ABOV£
~364-6866. HAIR
SALON
,
209 West lith Si
QUALITY CLEANERS
*Expert Cleaning *Reasonably priced
108 W. 7th Street
Rolla, Mo 65401 364-3650
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Advertising
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registration cancell ation fonns are
readily available at any of these voter
drives. So take an active part, register
to vote, and VOTE!
I
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Photo Director
Dave Libiez
364·5226

ASUM to register st~de~ts ·to ,vote at the puck
Submitted by ASliM & StuCo
On November 8, 1988:we will be
selecting our country' s leaders for the
next four years, As responsible U.S.

uused

Assistant Sports
Editor
Jim Fechter

IF YOU ARE
GRADUATING IN
MAY COME
TO THE REGISTRAR'S
OFFICE NOW TO APPLY
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Features Editor
Joann Girard
364·8989

as co-op students, are eiigible to reo
ceive the 1987 -88 yearbook.
There will aTso be a limited distri·
bution of the yearbook on the twe
Wednesdays following the general
distribution. Oc'tober 26 and N'ovem :
ber 2 . This limited distribution will
also take place from the Rollamo dark·
room and will run from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m .
on both dates.
The Rollamo yearbook is funded
through UM R' s Student Activity Fee5
at the beginning of each fall semester.
The cost is $8.50 and is paid for by the
undergraduate students of UMR.

Lei'S
'I I

Oubdidn'

Assistllnt News
Editor
Nikki Pagano

Submitted by Rollamo
The 1987·88 Rollamo yearbook
general distribution will be held on
Tuesday , October 18, through Wed·
nesday , October 19, from 8:30 a.m.te
4:30 p.m. on both days. The distribu·
tion will take place from the ,Rollamo
darkroom, which is located on the
northeast corner of the Rolla Building.
Yearbooks from previous years will
also be available on these days.
UMR students enrolled as under·
graduates in either the Fall '87 semes·
ter or the Winter '88 semester, as well

Th~

Managing Editor
Cheryl Tef1t
364-8612

- FInancial need (must have 1988-89 ACf

Family Financial Stat~enl on fLle)
A[>plicatioos deadline' December I. 1988 to Student Financial Aid Office.

Anderson, National Roofing Foundation. One
Personal R esource Development Series. "Study
Skills," 3 :30 p.m., Mark Twai ~

TN

Editor-In-Chlef
Liz Trimble
(417) 967·3428

Missouri Society or Professional Eri'giqeers
(MSPE), St. Louis GhapJer

RequirementS:

Personal Resource Development Series, "Self·
Confidence in the Classroom," 3 :30 p .m ., Ozark
Room .

1988
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Dan Guahieri
AI! articles. features. phologr~hs. and illustratIOns published are the property 0' the
Missouri Miner and may not be reproduced 0(
published w ithout written permission.
Submissions' lor publication m ust b e in our
qrop box (first floor of the Rolla Building) by
4:30p. m. on the Thursday before publication.
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Letters to tlie f£,ditor
The controversy over gra'phics continues. • •
.The pro . ..

(r ~ '

Give UMR studeD'.S credit for having handful of · enraged cartoon cnlics like to live here or make this a permaDear Editor,
the intelligence required for an engi- obviously have too much spare time on nent place of residence, but being
Let's start with the minor (i.e.
These earth-shaking here has taught me many things bepetty) complaints regarding the neering curriculum. I certainly don't . their hands.
graphic illustrations of the September base my opinions on silly cartoons in a pieces of satirical graphic commen- yond textbooks and school. Rolla is
28th issue of the Miner.
The student newspaper of a tiny campus in tary were meant only to inject some not really a normal place. It is very
spice into a sometimes unchallenging isolated and very conservative. Not
chancellor's office didn't appreciate a small, rural town. Do you?
The SUB letter of the last issue publication. Most students have a saying that this is bad, just hard on
the Pink Hoyd Judge, the campus police were angered by the rent-a-cop nobly stated "the Homecoming Queen sense of humor and, if they noticed at those people that have never been out
with a squirt gun, StuCo becamc irate competition is not a beauty .contest." all, got a laugh out of the judge, rent- . of Rolla or think that Rolla is normal .
over the anti-alcohol symbol and the The "shocked and astonished" coeds a-cop and StuCo "Member of the I come from a big city where people
polka-dot bow tie, the Greek girls were left no doubt in their letter that they Month" as intended and appreciated are like all other people, but it amazes
feel candidacy does not involve poputhe artistry. Unfortunately, some have me every time I make it back to Rolla
miffed by the flasher and the TKO
to find that things haven't really
Club didn't like the kick to the head.
larity or bleach. And yet, in the profile their shorts on too tight. Lighten up!
Are these people reaJIy that bored? beneath the picrure of Stephanie This is college; there will be plenty of changed.
There are many people around
Have they nothing worthwhile to Reeder, one of two Homecoming time later to stick yourself in the mud.
here who get offended easily. Too
worry about? As for me, I can't stand Queen candidates who signed the let- Critics might call my cartoons tasteter, it is stated that because of her less, but they are certainly not bland. easily. I have heard a few comments
spinach. So I don't eat it.
And now we come to the main "personality and GOOD LOOKS she Without them, the Miner will return to that some of the "graphics" in the last
would make a great Homecoming what SUB described in the September issue of the Miner were found offenevent: the infamous "sultry silhou14th issue as "generic graphics." The sive, to be blunt. Come on, let' s grow
ette" and "bikini bottom" which Queen." Her "personality" and "good
looks" are, of course, a matter of opin- reader loses. To paraphrase Benjamin up. We all Imow what it is like and we
caused such a furor among a fcw
ion, but according to Steph' s profile Franklin, a newspaper which tries to have 'all been there before. I fmd it
coeds.
. Girls,
girls,
they constitute qualification; such please everyone, which raises no ques- hard to believe that people are not
girls"."SHOCKED"?
"ASTONISHED',? "A GRAVE WRONG"? contradiction from one so protective tions or controversy, ' is not worth grown up enough to where they have
"POWERFUL INFLUENCE"??? of the "tradition and dignity behind the publishing. A fmal note: I've been to criticize everything that they find
Please! ' The words appearing' in your . Homecoming Queen contest!" Hav- informed that StuCo bow ties are NOT offensive. There is always going to be
letter last issue suggest you are easily ing said all that, I do recognize that the polka-dot! (Sorry, Matt, I didn't have something someone doesn't like
about everything. Who is to say that
aroused to over-reaction. You vastly bikini was an error in judgement. We iI photO to go on.)
Sincerely, things are offensive or in poor taste.
over-stated the Miner's power when all make mistakes. I'm truly sorry if
Steve Munday This isn't like we are in kindergarten
you cited its "far-reaching and power- the sexy shapes caused any undue
any more. We can't just scream and
ful influence on the impression the indignation or insecurity.
holler about it and someone is going
It is gratifying, however, to see the Dear Editor:
population of this campus develops
to come running to find out what i~
I have been goingto UMR for a few
concerning women." Did you girls response, albeit overblown, I am able
really write that with straight faces? to raise with a few pen strokes. The years and I-can' t say that I really would wrong and make it better.

• •
Dear Editor,
Congratulations I Thanks to your
last .few issues,. you have fmally
aroused a few of us to go to'our word
processors and contribute to our
school tabloid. Let us fITSt present
several "problem areas," and then we
wilLpropose two short-term and one
long-term "opportunity windows" for
your consideration.
We have identified three aggravating problem areas.
The first problem is the lack of
quality and poor content of the graphics, which hopefully reached a low
extreme in the September 28, 1988
issue. Mr. Steve Munday seems to be
perhaps 20 years past his prime. The
graphics on the front page seem to
depict the Chancellor's Office as an
unfriendly, tyrannical "Establishment," and the campus police department as weapon-wielding thugs
("pigs"?) . The "border" ~ pages 8-9
and graphics on page l41eaveno doubt
in any person's mind that the Homecoming Queen ritual at UMR is only a
contest of sex appeal. If the Chinese
proverb about a picture being worth a

thousand words is true. Mr. Munday
should move straight away to his own
word processor!
The second problem area is the lack
of journalistic ability on the part of
some of your contributors. In particular, the language and style of the articles dealing with IFC-Board rivalry
seem to have a rather low quality standard.
The third problem area is the apparent reserved attitude on the part of
the Miner's editorial staff when it
comes time to cut articles and tell the
reporters and contributors to clean up
their acts. The lack of quality and
effort on the part of several of the
contributors does not relieve the editors of their responsibility to rum out a
quality newspaper.
Now for the "windows of opportunity" to which we referred earlier.
The first short-term window is to
improve the graphics department.
This can be done by having a "pep
talk" with Mr. Munday , replacing him
with a "Ooonesbury" column, or just
going to a "no graphics" approach.
The second short-term window is

......;;;;;o;.;;--=-;;. -. - - -- -
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Whatever was done wasn't aimed
at anyone directly (it at least doem't
seem that way). It seems that people
choose to interpret it offensively
their own free will. If you don 't like it
that much, don't read it. No one is
forcing it upon you. It was of your own
free will. I sort of though t the graphics
added a certain style and originality to
a college campus paper, like the
Miner. It solDlds funny that people
would get so worked up about it. Don't
get me wrong. I agree that some of
them and their applicatiOJ1ll might be in
questionable taste, but don't forget
where we are and what we arc doing
here. This is Rolla.
I also wonder sometimes if people
just wait for something to strike them
wrong so they have something to
complain about. The world isn't
complicated enough without someone
trying to make something out of nothing that reaJIy desn't matter. Or is it
that there is nothing better to do than to
insist that these people arc Ilwayl
being tUen advantage of md they fccl
it is their right to voice their opinions
and demand retribution?
In this respect, I feci sorry for Rolla
and the University. But in time, Rolla
will grow up, too, and be able to live
life like it is everywhere else.
i(
A few, doing time in Rolla

uPon

. And the con

to purchase a pack of red pens and from lhe Miner Slaff on Oclober 3rd.
several pairs of scissors and distribute For your second "window," we feel
them to the various editors. An open lhat lhe overall allilude of lhe slaff is
attitude of change and challenge on the open. We are from a variely of backMiner staff could bring a little per- grounds and have a variety of inlereslS. As 10 your long-Ierm window,
estroika even to Rolla.
The long-term window of opportu- yow maIu! a point. UMC has journalnity may seriously be considered by . ism majors. UMR has engineering
Chancellor lischke and Dean B arkerin majors. All of ws on lhe slaff are fwllthe College of Arts and Sciences: not lime SludenlS, none of whom are ma- .
unlike the "UMR London Program" joring in jowrnalism. Perhaps yow
where UMR students can spend a wowld liU 10 join our slaff. Yowr leller
semester of study in England and earn is a fine example of journalislic abilcredit. we could host a "UMC Rolla ity. Having heard flUI11£rows comProgram" where several of the jour-, p/ainlS on Ihis subjeci since lhe prinlnalism majors at UMC could come to ing of lhe Seplember 28 issue, we
Rolla and, among other things, work certainly appreciale lhe hwmorows
on the Miner editorial staff for credits and helpfwllone of your Ieller.
at UMC. This window could bring in
a nice breath of fresh air.
Sincerely,
Dave Wyrick Dear Editor.
In response to the Missouri Miner
Steve Raper
Grad uate S tuden ts of September 28, 1988, I would like to
Engineering Management "xpress my feclings about the graphics used.
Editor's Response:
Being a student of UMR and also a
You presenl a good argumenl in
yowr leller. As 10 Ihe firsl shorl-Ierm woman, I do not appreciate the "Playwindow, Mr. Munday was removed boy" graphics with which the Miner _

dealt with the Homecoming Queen
event of this year. The Miner is THE
source of information for the general
student body, and the image of UMR
presented to the world.
. Homecoming Queen candidacy is a
privilege and honor which many
young women desire in their scholastic
career. My opportunity was met, by
my family and friends, with pride. The
memory is a precious one.
For these ladies of UMR, the Missouri Miner has reduced this wonderful experience to a degrading sexual
contest. I am extremely ashamed of
the blatant disregard for morality and
decency represented by those graphics. Some of my friends arc among the
candidates and I am embarrassed for
them and their families. I do not believe that you asked the candidates.
whose lives and reputations are at
stake, if they cared to be associated
with those graphics.
Why can't the "gentlemen" of
UMR treat the ladies ofUMR with the
respect due a fellow student, colleague, and human being?
VeraLynn A. Mecham

,
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VVednesday,~ober12,

INCREASING CAREER CERTAINTY
Experiencing uncertainty about your college major and
career direction? This workshop makes use ofthe StrongCampbell Interest Inventory (S CIl) followed by a group
interpretation and discussion to provide participants with
more infomation about possible career directions . You
must stop in at the Counseling Center, Room 102 in the
Rolla Building, to take the scn no later than October 19.
The group interpretation will be directed by Dr. Carl
Bums from 3:00 to 4:30 p.m. in the Resource Center, 103
Rolla Building, on Wednesday, October 26.

1421-H Forum Drive

1988
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Phone 341-5828
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Becky Tate-Alderson

"I wastit rubbing
it in- I just wanted
Eddie to know

the score of
last nights game."

H
and

Go ahead and gloat. You can
rub il in all the w'J:'f 10 Chicago
with KI&T Long Distance Service.
Besides, your besl friend Eddie
was the one who said your team
could never win three straight.
So give him a call. II costs a
100Iess than you think to let him
know who's headed for the Playoffs.
Reach ou! and tOuch someone.
If youtllike to know more about
Al&T products and services, like
lnlernational Calling and the KI&T
Card, call us at 1 800 222·0300.

--- ---
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AT&T

The right choice.

COMMANDO
WAR GAMES
The action packed
paint pellet . urvival
game. Come play the
game that' sweeping
the nation. Open
weekend. Ju t 30
min . from campu..
Cal l for Information
and Reservation.
Mon .-Fri ., 894-8543.
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By Nora Okong'o
Sfall' Writer
_
Previously: "Their Si'nister piot t9
rob Pete, Bill and Timfoiled, Carlella "
and Fredrico follow them, hiring Juan
to do their dirty work ...
"''These Spanish prisons!" Bill
grumbled.
He hated the waiting, the inactivity, his inability to do anything. They
had already called the American eptbassy in Madrid. An embassy official
was on his way, they were told. That
had been over an hour ago. Fo~tu
nately, the police had let Tim outof~is
ccll, allowing the three friends to try to
formula te a plan of action. They Wt'·re
not succeeding. Juan was argUing
vehemently, or so it sounded, _l!l
double-speed Spanish, apparently insisting that since the suitcase was his,
he should have it. Tim had given up
tTying to convince them to open it so
that he could prove it was actually his.
Suddenly, the room was quiet.
Juan was talking softly into the phone.
Pete was staring at the blank wall
ahead, Tim at the ceiling, Bill at the

.

n?~:~ ::~e I'~.lt\~men_were s~ribbling
aY'aY,.for ",\1'ps tarit, It ~eeme,d that the
'suitcase didn't rnaller any more. No
one .pjiid ,Ill.u91ihl'.ed to the young man
who walked in· toward the policemen
at the counter. Noonepaidmuchheed
when he left. Juan had fmished his
phone-call. - It hadn ' t gone well. You
c!,u!dt,5:!1 fr'lm \hescowl on his face.

"Mama mia!" he exclaimed, and
lapsea into a series of more expressive
Sparush expressions.
.. E~eryone looked at him as though
he. h¢ gone mad. He hadn 't; the
suitcase was gone. Fredrico would kill
l,1im,:f,or sure. One of the policemen,
sllgfU1y older with greying hair and
moustache, shrugged his shoulders.

"FQrget) t,".hpai~ casually. "y ou
can go," he Waved the three ymmg men
• ~ ,.'
~; I
out.
Tim s?1U-ed arl1im incredulously.
"You ,:"ean~,~o~e not gqing to
look for my suitcase!"
"Who knows where it is?" the
policemarr said noncilalantly.
Tim was,more amazed than Juan.
"You're not going to look for it?
I'll call the mayor, the secret police-I'll have you fired!"
"So"rry ," the policeman said. "Who
knows where it is?" he repeated.
They weren't going to get anywhere with him. Tim, Pete and Bill
left dejectedly, followed by an angry-and scared-Juan.

see Holiday, page 6

SfuCo News:

Luke Peterson honored
Submitted

GENERIC
HONOREE

Homecoming results ·revealed
Also on Monday night was the
lamp-lighting ceremony, which heralded the beginning of the Homecoming festivities. The Queen candidates
were introduced to the audiencethose braveIolks who were undeterred
by the fifty-degree chill.
Then there were the Homecoming
games. These were held throughout
the week on the campus mall. Unusual
instruments featured were kitchen
appliances, which captured Beta
Sigma Psi first place in thi s contest.
Alpha Epsilon Pi was second with a
one-string guitar, followed by the guy
from Pi Kappa Alpha who "j ingled"
his ton gue. Slide-ru le and hat were

By Nora Okong'o
Staff Writer
This year's themc is "Days of Old
and Future Gold," which is why we
once again had an activity-fi lled
Homecoming week.
Monday's highlight was the comedy performance of Joe MarIotti and
Michael A. Smith. Michael says he
enjoys talking about the "illogical
things in an illogical world," which his
audience may tak,e to be a reference to
St. Louis drivers. Joe discussed topics
ranging from golf to dates to rock
stars. The two comedians' repertoire
on "life" certainly struck a chord with
students, who provided enthusiastic
support.

by

Kurt

Van-

H~

StuCo Internal Morale Chairman
Luke Peterson, this week's Student
Council Member of the Week, is the
Chairman of the Student Fees and
Housing Rates Committee. Luke has
been spending his time investigating
the Engineering Fees, Housing and
Food nites, as well as studying the
overall fees of UMR. He has also been
gathering pertinent fmancial information of other engineering campuses and
comparing them with UMR'srates. He
will have a repon on his findings at the
end of the year to be viewed by the
campus. Luke's statement to the students ofUMR: "We have been gathering huge amounts of data to analyze .. .!
hope through ourcol1llT!ittee we can aid
the stduents of UMR by providing
quality informational studies."

see Homecoming, page 6

Aspiring writer joins Tau Beta Pi
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Suhmitted hy Tau Beta Pi
TIle twentieth night of Septemb~r
snuck quietly into town, unnoticed,
drifting in on a cool breeze from St.
James. ft was time. With still subtlety
came this darkling eve, hastening the
sun's rear guard to reveal the lights of
Pine Street. Time to go . A restful
peace enveloped the sleepy campus as
shadows crept fTom the glowing face
of the library and melted across the recently watered grass. Now it was past
time to go and I was late, late for
theTAU BETA PI SMOKER.
I casually raced to the chemistry
building, only to find the meeting had
been moved to ME 104. Finally in the
right auditorium, showered with the
golden oratory of President Jeff

Moore and a guest speaker, I and the
other Tau Beta Pi elcctees wondered
why we had been summoned. Sure,
we knew the basics-Tau Beta Pi,
exclusive engineering honor society
of the upwardly mobile UMR upperclassman, full of intelligent, motivated people, offering plenty of opportunity for leadership and service, a
definite resume booster-but what
did it all mean? We soon found out
(i .e. memori zed) the purpose of Tau
Aeta Pi: " ... tomark in a fi tti ng manner
those who have conferred honor upon
t.,heir Alma Mater by distinguished
scholarship and exemplary character
as engineering students ... and to foster
a spirit of liberal culture in engineering colleges." Obviously my name

had been selected as a result of cl erical
error, butl wasn't telling. A sequence
of events quickly became apparent.
On September 6, amidst the last
warm whispers of summer, the members had gathered unbeknownst to us
to introduce officers, distribute invitations and, the clincher, to stress the
theme of the new school year: MEMBERSHIP INVOLVEMENT. And
then came the news: we electees were
to be drilled on Tau Beta Pi, engineering ethics and the history of UMR (the
good old days when freshmen were
painted green). We were certain ly
thrilled by the prospect of another test.
The quiz canle and went on the UMR Panhellenic Treasurer, Kim Hoffmeister, presents a
night of October 4th. Thatevening our check for $200 to L.O. V.E. The money was raised through the

see Writer, page 6 annual Panhel Pledge Dance.
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James. Bond, 007, key ·to artists' future?-"
Source: United Artists
Art and graphic design students at
colleges and W1iversities nationwide
will s~t out to prove that "nobody does
it beller" as they vie for the cl!ance to
have their original artwork considered
as the basis for the multi-million dollar advertising campaign for Licence
Revoked, United Artists Pictures' allnew James Bond action-adventure
film starring Timothy Dalton. Li·
cence Revoked is scheduled for national release in the summer of 1989.
Sponsored by United Artists, the
Hollywood srudio that has released
each of the fifteen previous Bond
films, the 007 Poster Competition will
award cash scholarships to the frnt,
second and third place winners and

special private screenings of Licence
Revoked to the winners' school. All
entrants will receive a copy of the
film's official one-sheet poster and a
complimentary pair of tickets to see
Licence Revoked.
In Licence Revoked, famed agent
007 meets his greatest challenge to
date when he becomes embroiled in a
personal mission of vengeance
against the tyrannical Latin American
drug lord Franz Sanchez (portrayed by
Robert Davi) and must leave the British Secret Service.
Proouced by Albert R . Broccoli
and Michael G. Wilson through
Danjaq S.A., 'Licence Revoked will
be directed by four-time Bond veteran

John Glen from a screenplay by Michael G. Wilson based on a story by

any other service that SruCo provides
or should.provide, come by the SruCo

All entries must be completed artwork, including copy, and be no
smaller than IS" x 20". Entries can be
in the form of illustrations, photograph layouts, paintings or drawings
in full color or black and white.
Rough sketches are not acceptable.
Entries must be po.strnarked by December IS, 1988 and received by
December 31, 1988 .

Entries submillcd for the 007
Poster Competition will be reviewed
by a board of judges consisting of the
For additional information and
film's producers and executives from full contest rules, interested students
United Artists' marketing and crea- should can tact either their Art Departtive advertising departments. Win- ment chairperson or Spring Greene
ners will be selected on the basis of Marketing Associates, 110 Greene
L.._'-_________....._ ...... originality, creativity, appropriate- Street,Suite 801,New York City,NY
ness to the James Bond theme and 10012.
Maibaum and Michael G.
composit_io_n_._________________________________________________
Wilson.

StuCo asks you to 'Ask ·Me!'
Submitted by Bob Phillips
Vice President oflnternal Affairs

The latest chapter in the most successful motion picture series in
history, Licence Revoked began
principal photography at Mexico
City's Churubusco Studios on July 18
and includes additional location
shooting in Mexicali, Durango, Vera
Cruz, Isla Mujeres and Acapulco as
well as Key West, Florida.

officc or just look for one of our "Ask
Me!" buttons and do just that!

Have you noticed the fluorescent
green "Ask Me!" bUllons on book bags
and backpacks aroWldcampus? Jfyou
haven't also noticed, the same bright
"Ask Me!" symbol has appeared in the
Student COWlcii glass case and on
various banners hWlg by StuCo.
Student Council is making a tremendous effort to see that you are
informed before we make decisions,
and we want to get your input on the
issues that affect you. Yow: first and
best means of having your ideas heard
is through anyone of the terrific representatives to the Student COWlcil.
And, if you have any questions or
ideas about the new proposed banner
Wall, the"possibility of having a Student-RIUl Club, about the commillee
investigating student fees, or about

Homecoming
necessities for the "ompetiturs in the
"Joe Miner Look-alike Contest,"
which was won by Th<:ta Xi. Pi Kappa.
Alpha was second, and .Lambda Chi
Alpha came third. No one succeeded
in catapulting an egg as far as the
library from the Hockey Puck, but Pi
Kappa Alpha came close. Theta Xi
didn't make it quite as far, and Beta
Sigma Psi and Zeta Tau Alpha tied for
third. This year's most stupid engineering trick was the latest revolution-

from page 5
ary breakthrough in wake-up technology, Beta Sigma Psi's 'pull-out-the
bed' . Notncarly as stupi<!ly intelligent
were Theta Xi and Chi Omega. The
Scavenger HWlt ended on Thw:sday.,
with Pi Kappa Alpha taking yet another first place. Other "scavcngers"
who placed were GDI, Alpha Epsilon
Pi and Zeta Tau Alpha.
See 'you agairi next year, for the
"future gold"!

Writer
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futur"became clear: on the 11th day .lopped with food, drink, and merriof the tenth month, 1988 anna domini, ment (donuts and Coke, a true sugar
the Tau Beta Pi members will as- high).
semble and vote on the fate of- the
The quiz was over. Electees were
electees. To the survivors of this
democratic gaWltlet go the spoils of busily signing up for committees and
Chemistry G3 was
acceptance: a picnic at Shuman Park paying fees.
on the afternoon of the 21st followed slowly emptying. 1 walked into the
that night by a bent polishing (God chilling dark, drawing my collar close
knows my bent needs it) and make-up aroWld my neck, smiling through the
quiz. And, of course, all meeLings are shadowy haze. almost sur" of a 600/0.

Holiday
As soon as they had left:-the two
policemen burst into laughter.
"Who knows where it is?" asked
one, in parody of the other.
"I can't wait till we get home and
fmd out what's in that suitcase," the
other said.
They guffawed some more. It was
a good joke.
"You're just going to have to buy
some more clothes," Pete said, out- .
side .
.
"Yeah, like I'm floating in
money."
"You can borrow some of mine,"
Bill offered, W1usually generous.
"Thanks."
The vacation was ruined. Spain
was no longer magical. The clothes he
could always replace, but never th"
souvenirs, the photographs, the little
things he had carried without evaluating just how much they meant ...They
had three more weeks of Spain, but the
.incident was almost as bad as leaving
home without money.
Juan was already packing .. Brazil .
was as good a place as an:y to disappear
"in. he supposed, even though they

'89

from page 5
didn't speak Spanish there. He hated
to leave Angelina and the kids, but it
was beuerthis way. He would send for
th"m, he promised. He and Angelina
knew he would n"ver.
Carletta had packed and was at the

airport. She didn't know how she
would f\iCe Fredrico, but she kn"w she
must. To run was futile. Juan had
bWlgled the job. She had sent for Juan,
·therefore she had bWlgled. Frcdrico
might kill her, then again, he might
no!.

Fredrico put down th" phon"
slowly. His customers were gelling to
him. The bomb was to have been
delivered two days ago--where was
it? He didn't know.
In an apartment in Madrid, they

W1packed Tim's case. Slightly disappointed, .for they found only .clothes,
most of them not very fashionable,
new or expensive at that. They Yo ould
not fetch much on the secondhand
market. Then there was the big toy car.
The lillie boy was delighted with it, so '

they let him keep it.
"May I help you?" the teller asked
"Alfredo, come here'" his mother impatiently .
called.
"Yes," she replied hastily, and
pulled out her pay cheque.
Across tile room, the toy car had
She wished his father hadn't
brought him that big toy car. It was stalled. Alfredo sat wailing beside it.
The guard walked impatiently to him.
He picked up the car as Alfredo continued his liowling and fiddled with it.

expensive. Even worse, the little boy
played with it everywhere, even here
in the bank, where ev"ryone was
watching. The sccurity guard, trying
to be discreet, was eyeing mother and
child suspiciously. She wanted to run
.fter Alfredo.

Alfredo's mother lookcd ruixiouslY ·in ·
their direCtion: EverytIiing seemed all .
right. Suddenly, the guard fumbled
3nd dropped the car. It was the last
thing he <:ver did. The car-bomb explosion was followed by deathly silence then, total anarchy.
Two hours later, from Rome, the
Libenition Front claimed responsibility for '~e bomb-blast.
In a hotel room in Madrid, watching the telecast, Tim said, "I sure '
wonder how they got such a powerful
bomb in there. ' Especially with all
those cameras and guards."
Bill said, "I wonder why they did iL.
I! was so ·senseleSs."
Pete said, ·"1 guess we'll never
know."
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Staff Writer
SI. Pal's '89 is fast approaching,
<:mly '155, d,a n tillh'e Best Eyer. The
"Board to,,B.·c Wild" is fired.liP and lhe
besl way for you to gel fired up is 10
come down .lp the Hockey ~ck and, .
buy some ' 198'9 ;~.SI. Pal's Green,
S;weaishirlS are 'orr sale now for only
$14. Olher g';'en items, such as
. s/Hea!pan.t i; ;.$hot glasses, Jruggers, .,
, h;ats; bu~tortS,..:and garters will ,B~ ' on ---:',.
; , ,
CIIyftdtI_
sale.soon. Stop by lhe puck and check; .
.
, lhem oui! The cold wealher is'on lhe', (I-r) The 1988 Homecoming Queen, Jennl Peterson, and her
. way, so hurry and buy some SI. Pat's 'Court: Christi James, Cyndi Farrington and Jennifer Cordes.
GreenSwealShirts today!
NOTE: For m~)fe Homecoming candids, seepages 8 and 14. .
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ManagerWanted-Uniqu~~ortunityforbusi. ~

"Misce!faneous .

ness manager in vent.uIc op~ration. 'Send resume "
to: AAASI,'P.O. Box BB, Rolla, MO 65401. •

The

IfSday,

DoY"" run oul arUme toshop forChrisunas gifts?

lei an·
ngrn"
lpsilon

, Well, shop It homo-AVON hIS great gifts It
tenifig' priccS. Call Tinlll' 364-8018 to 'gel I
brochun:.

For sate:

ROOMMATE WANTE~ 3 Bedroan house,
vay close to campus. $133/month plus 1/3 pti/ities. NEATNESS UNIM1'ORT ANI'. Call Mae·.1
. 341-3891.
•. , ' 0 "

Lonety? Need a DaLt? Write Datetime, 483 g.
Kirkwood Road,SuiIc 259,51. Louis, MO' 63122

ageS
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merri·

: sugar
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CoIief;o Rep Wanted to distribute "Student ll.ate"
subs<riptioo caMs OIl Campus. Good inCome, Ill!
sell~_g involved. For infornntion and application
write to: Campus SC1Vice.l024 West Solar Drive,
Phoenix, Arizona 85021.
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Jerry,
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Miner has immediate oppening for.
Ass!. fearures editor. Al(ihos~ interest~ please,call Jo~ at 364-8989,.~r ~
leave a message a,t.tl).e Miner office
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I want s~!l}e of_Yl?~ juicy meat:
Almost full
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5~s:of.fame::wo~?
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ThanD for loving me.
Groovebunny

The Gello ctub is kickin iL
FoodStampa

responsibility and
basic,cpmml<in',I¥lSe,

'" good fneh d ~ """

_

Couldn't hive uked for • beaei lut minute
dlte. Om 't forsetlhooe Califomialwirls, y. hear! ,
TheGoddeaa

TrW,

, . ,.....

l;oC

It was an
evening~'I ~O;: l-'(~rg~L th~ri)ts for being such a

~~

....

GDI,
Thanks for all of your help in getting the
Student Activity Fee Referendums out!
StuCo

CSH,
Thanks forthemost.wondeiful timeof m-y life.
These past two years~ !tave ~:greaL llovc you!
.Love always,

CRB ,.

Doug,
How ya doing7 What happened? Did you die.
or what? Call me sometirrie.
A
Alpha Omega Foo~b~lI. ~e~p1,• •~,
Congrats on a great season! Offense w.as
great! Defense w~sfroo.g a'ndrosetolheoccasioo
several times! Greatj.ob!! . And to our fans thanks
for all your support, we appreciate you always
being there!
'The kicker tliat missed the important one"

·Congr,I}tJ.Jlat\ons lQ, 4t1l AQgel Flight
Amy. GrelCh,en, ~ E~.beth...,. '.',

~edgcs..--

",'- ' ~

Steve,
'It,
.
eongratWatioospn a.jop w~ll done in Kn· ·
t s see if J .......gel.thos stm~f. ":\,ou-put Y9UI
How .doCs· €edri,e look COLD sponing the . bxville,
The HomefrQnt
lasses 00 top of your head W?~O it's daCk an~""'-' jacket you bOught?
'''- .....
and walk home with a.~'ood buzz. SouiJds ' i:: ~. ~
,,'.
Signed,
.
~~..' \;
':0,
The·.~ole Rplla Campus ' Congratulations-to 'T:-Bl&e for' having the besi

~''''~',~ ~A/t~r.2':~~tt!~~.lY~~tig,_~e_S02."...JS9W~. Alort1).\b._'~K~

Pau,,}~OU
_~ missed it. Last party the odds were near~\·.~?·
',~" " V i ~~.

even, ',".

walch-

.

be.

The.Olhers

, I had a great· time at

Juggling q¥b. Meetings every Wednesday (light I ~. !;ortol~lIta G:
•
at 6 p.m. in R~m 311 in ,Norwood. No need' to
!
. We've got our little beady eyes on yq4J"\ '
knowhow, weI will teach you. Learn tojuggle and
.-') ,'_
Mickey & the ~a~iack,'!
~
balance anything: clubs, .balls, checkbooks,
classes. For more lflfoIlJlauon. contact Mike
Caslle at3~97-! 6. TJ Room 564.

~

Stacey~ __ ;

. _

.

Get payched for the FIeakei'. Ball S..Dance, October 29111

Tommy, ,We miss you! How is your co-op job going?
When are you coming to visit us?
Roommates #2 & #3

::c"!·::,.,.::.t,I

Bo;eq'l Ne¥ a.new ~hobby? Try~theUMR

KMNR,

,
You're
you'~ HOT, (that's capital H,
capital 0, capitalT). and y~ !re coo.s1stenl I like
that in a PCrsoo..

A!lSlStant Needed: The Missouri

, innovative. corruniued students 10 assist in Stu~el'lt
Council Committee activities. If you're interested
in Student Council but aren't a SlUeO Rep, here's
your chance to become involved in the "meat '0'
potatoes" OfSlUdCJ}t Council. ,We are looking for
interested indi~duals to ~erve on various Stude':lt
Council committees: Public "Relations, Govern·
menlal Relations, Student Services, and many,
many more. You don!t have to be a SlUCoRep to
help or to be a member of a committee, just inter-

Ever.yone,

"
It'l heal I wonderful 2 years. I love you.
.
BD

TEe

,,.

quested to stop by the StuCo office for a
foll()wup .. ,Stuco '

estedand"willingtot1elp. So.come~ndjoinus(We
wanland need your input to make this a successful
yeari'orallofus .. . . f • "i-",,:, I

wid; i.

T1I,

....
':"~:~'... " .~.

"StuCo WanJs ,l:wlL" WANfED: Creative.

Iy, and

m

W--.B-~-n-ks,--~------~~
, ~~~
.-~
-,~~-" "~~~~
:-~
. ~~~.--.----------- The God or Square DaDdna.
,

Compact DIsk " Casette Rame: Th~ta Xi Liule
SisltrS are holding 0 rame. Drawing will be held
October 21. 1988. Tit:kets are one for 50 cenLS or
three for Sl, Winners get to choose whether they
want disks or tapes. Prizes are as follows: 1st: 3
CO'sor4 Tapes, 2nd: 2CO',or3 Tapes. and 3rt!:
I CD,9r2T.pes: Que!tions? Call Theta Xi.t3646294 m-itllie Ii. ar341-3560.

I8ge5

,.,.
Your prescne.hdded to the GD! mectin&l
party_ Will you be at tile next one?

?

i ' ,

Thole'swdenll who contacted the StuC6law)-et
concerning refund of security depoSits arc: re·

LegaIProblen!s? QuesUons? ele? SeejheStuCo
lawyer 2:30 p,m, eyery Tuesday in the StuCo
office.

:s were

LIn" Heather"

W. Blanks,
Can yiiu siy; "Sh'e: RI: PiincCss of Power'l

CRUISE SIfI!'S-Now hi!ID& men and wornen:
D.,
--..0=:""
Well, you'refmally#l--(X)1lgrats 00. bcccm·
:. ....
Summer and cirecr opponunities. (Will triizj.)
in,
Cap";"
ofthe1'ine ~ _ Potz Club. . '
Excdlent pay plus world traveL Ha.waii, Bahamu;
Charles, Grog, Marl< " Bnnt,
'.,.>
Caribbean, eu:. CALL.NOWI 206-7360~OOO Ext
Thanks for Iiel~ing distribute' ~fetendum'i
MlkeS-, :>
.
'.'<. ThiusdlY, Some of. th05e quiet people will be
, 449C
heard now. '
:~, ~ .........
~ .~. ' You·~6w you can ~ sOme chili, but can
.
lbanks
to
all
who
hav'(nutn
time
to
vote.
~
...
~
you
cook
frog
legs?
HP41CV
ille~ew: OnlY$130. Call
.
Y9ur GD! StuCo
,~
.
Brian Mayfield.t 364-8804.
W~ting hunpy.

Scuba Club!!! The Scuba Club is having I '!'_.
ing. All interested divertl should contlct Curt
Lew It 653 TJ-S, 364-9969, or Dr. John Rocka·
way It 157 McNutL

:or ihe

Alonna,
I'told you. Now the twoof you aren't together,
and you gave him all that stuff at .his neopliyie.·
Sign.od,
F~l!- C~!,"

':..• ~;;
Your GDlfrieml.:......::....SI

,.'._.
_,:_. _,: .,.~.. _,:,.,:, :,~,~\,,..~:,:7
._ ',~ ~."" "_\' "
,. .~_ ~
:-~' _:~
<

__

,Pt

CB

;;:',o-n','eo W.,

.

' \ "'

f~.'"

Neophyte so far for this semester. It's up to the
AKA's .~eo.totry ~nd t~p ~lqe, ,,
N~, Critic

r·~ 2;i.i'a~x, "Sh!Z~m!f'~~:_. :p. .'.
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eating contest. However Brandon
Andy Howerton stays relatively neat during Thursda y's ice cream
Cordts wasn't as lucky.
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Matthew Ward of Theta Xi, winner of Tuesday's
"Joe Miner Look-A like" Contest.

Iris Brinegan, Morgan Meyer, and Kris Fleming
particip ating in Zeta Tau Alpha's See Saw Marathon
support ing Gingerbread House

Glynda

WI"",",

of compet itors as well
IFe's Annual Pajama Race once again presented a wide variety
as clothing .

The I

Zeta Tau Alpha and Alpha Epsilon Pi battle in Friday's
Twister compet ition.
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Sports
Miners Impressive in victory over SBU
By Babu Barat
Staff Writer
Three cheers for the UMR Football team!!! This past weekend was
the game that hopefully marked the
end of an 0-4 record for the Football
Miners.
The stadiwn was packed with the
UMR Homecoming crowd, all hoping that their football team could put
all its troubles in the.past and win this
one; for the weekend would not be the
same if the team wa,s to lose since
many of the Homecoming activities
revolved around the foo tball game.
The Foo tball Miners had no intensions of letting anybody down, and
gave the home crowd a lot to cheer
about as they recorded a 31-20 victory
over Southwest Baptist; the first win
this season bringing them to 1-4, 1-0

in theMIAA .
The Miners seemed to be a different
team than that of weeks passed. They
looked more powerful and executed
very well. They key was that they made
very few mistakes; mistakes have
hampered this football team from the
inset of the season.
The Miners capitalized on their first
possession, marching the ball down the
field for a touchdown. Eventhough
Southwest Baptist did the same, they
failed to score on a two point conversiim attempt. Thus, giving the Miners
a 7-6 advantage, a lead that would not
be reliquished for the remainder of the
game.
Mark Paris, having one of his better
days, led the Miners with two touchdown runs of 1 and S yards. However,
all the credit carmot be given to one

individual. The entire team looked
very impressive throughout the game.
The defense played just as well as the
offense, keeping Southwest Baptist
au! of the end zone until the end of the
game.
If the Miners can continue to improve at the rate they did between the
fourth loss they had and the Southwest
Baptist game, they should be able to
look forward to good things for the rest
of the season. Many crucial conference games remain for the team this
season, with the majority being played
away from home. lfthe UMR Football
team wins the rest of their games thay
will still be able to win the conference
ti tle. lbis weekend the Miners will be
on the road playing Central Missouri
in ana'ther MIAA game. Gametime is
1:30 p.m.

Ron Reimerbreaks into open field for a long gain against SBU
during the Miners 31-20 win over Southwest Baptist (above).
Ron Harmon almost broke for a TO but was finally dragged
down (right).

SEMO scores late for tie
By Danny Giblin
Staff Writer
The mens soccer team took on
SEMO last Friday night in an MIAA
confercnce game. Southeast came out
strong and scored the first goal of the
match on a long shot that caught everyone by surprise. The Miners came
right back. Mike Balassi took a pass
from Jeff Schaefer and knotted the
score at I-I.
Nwnerous scoring
chances were missed by the Miners so

the teams wen t into the half tied. Un~
fortunately , the second half of the
game was just like the first. UMR
clearly outplayed their opponents but
could not put the ball into the back of
the net. . Thus, 'the teams went into
ovenime s till tied 1-1.
The first ovenime period saw
UMR jwnp out on top with a goal by
Steve Campbell as he dribbled in and
around the goal ie to score-:- SEMO
came back and scored with about 30

seconds left in the period , ending the
game with a score of 2-2.
The team came back against Westminster last monday. In the first half
there were many scoring opponunitites, but only one was capitalized on.
Tim Chojnacki received a pass from
Eric Hauser and put the Miners in front
1-0.
The second half went ex tremely
well for the team as they scored virtually at will. Kurt O'Brien intercepted a
pass meant for the Westminster goalkeeper and fed Eric Hauser for an-easy
goal. A few minutes later "Whitey"
scored a goal of his own off of a rebound. The Miners kept the pressure up
as Tim Koscielski dribbled through the
defense and tucked the ball into the
back of the net. The scoring started to
pick up even more after this goal . Eric
Hauser sent a comer kick to Steve
Campbell who put the ball away for aso lead. Two minutes later "Whitey"
sent a ball to Steve who scored his
second goal of the game. "Whitey"
then set up Bob Schneider for the sev~ enth tally of the match. Steve Campbell
~ rounded out the scoring with six min~ utes left. He took a pass from Kenny
! Steckertonotch the frrst hat trick of the
.. year by any of the Mincrs. The final

.

; as well
The Miners beat Westeminster last Monday, scoring almost at
will.

see Soccer, page 12

.-----

ntramurals still going strong
By Kurt Bruemmer
Staff Writer
The Intramural footbal season
came to a close last week with Alpha
Omega slipping by Kappa Alpha Psi
earning themselves the Division II
title. In doing so, Alpha Omega was
named Team of the Week. In the third
place game, SigiI)a Tau Ganuna de:
fel\ted RHA.
In Division I football , Sigma Phi
Epsilon took the first place title once

Alpha Omega leading the pack. They
were followed by Pikes and Sig Ep
tied for second, Phi Kap fourth, and
Kappa Alpha fifth.
Bob Homer of TJ-South won the
singles Racquetball title beating
KimThien of Air Force ROTC in the
final with an impressive perform·
ance. His domination of the competition earned him Intramural Athlete
of the Week honors. TJ-North' s team
took the doubles tournament title

again by beating Sigma Nu in the final.
Sig Ep, led by quarterback Mike
Steagall, ended the season with a perfect record winning all nine of their
games this season. In the third place
game, TKE beat Beta Sigma Psi.
In the final golf results, it was

with Kappa Sigma coming in second.
There has been a change in the
Intramural schedule for the semester.
The starting date for volleyball has
been moved back to Monday, October 17, and soccer has been moved to
the Monday after that, October 24.
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AUDIO VIDEO,

a UPER
ow·mes
CENTER\;
Show your student ID & rent one
movie at reqular price - get one..f!:W
Good till Oct 30, 1988
1006 Pine_364-7715 Uptown Rolla

SELF-CONFIDENCE IN THE CLASSROOM

Presenting ideas in class in front of
peers and professors can be a difficult
assignment. On Monday, October 17,
Dr. Camille Consolvo will be discussing those factors .that interfere with
self-confidence and how to become
more confident in presenting your
ideas to others. The meeting will be
held form 3:30-4:30 p.m. in the Ozark
Room, U'
. Center-West. .

.....-...........
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Scene from the film "Giraffes 1V":Thls time, they're
not just looking for acacia leaves.

"Hey .... Since the kids are In bed, what say _ run
out and kill ourselves a couple of plant-eoters."

How the human egg is often deceived.

"I'm one of those species they
describe as 'awkward on land.'"

Ii -_

• ".AK ....CIAL• .

PIZZA
Salads • Sandwiches
Pasta

5 % Beer on Sunday '
-

SPECIALTIES -

• Gyros
• • Souvlaki
• Diple.

Served Doily Until 10 pm

.-......................
. . . . . . . . Mon.-Sat. until .. pm .

. _ , . ...... II·a_

••

._.IlC ................. .

•

Soh drink Included

..........IrI........... .
•

• Gre~k Salad
• Spinach Pie'
• Baklava

••

,._..................... ·5
All tI.ok I.peClol,c_ with Garden Salad .
Icdt.d·Pololoor French Fri•• & r •• ol Tooll

~************************************1'
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CONVENIENCE MALL
1601 N. Bishop ' Rolla

364'()077

Under New
Management
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24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week

~

Plnocchio in his later years

Animal toughs and their hangouts
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OF ROLLA

Rent to Own
Kenwood Audio, T.V.'s VCR's and
Home Appliances
On Campus at
1109 N. Bishop
Phone: 314-341-5573

THE RENTAL PROFESSIONALS

p---------------------.
COUPON
(1 per Customer)
Expires 11-1-88

arun

art"

For Quality Food Try:
3" SUB & Med drink
or
6" SUB & .Lg. drink
OPEN MONDAY - SATURDAY 8 - 4
905 PINE -

364-2428
COUPON

~-~-------------------~
DIEHL MONTGOMERY, INC.

Originator of the Student Deferred Payments
Plan for graduating students, no down payment
and low payments until you are on the job. Ask
us about it. We have sold over 1,000 students on
this plan; it is not new.
One of the only dealers in the country offering
the entire Ford line. FORD, LINCOLN, MERCURY, FORD TRUCKS, LEASINGS, CAR
RENTALS daily weekly or monthly.
602 Bishop

.

..............

364-1211

"\~~ \~~

~'t\~G.

., "Of{f{~

It can be yours as an Air Force
Pilot. Irs not easy, but the rewords ore great. You'll have all
the Air Force advantages, such
as 30 days of vacation with
pay each yeor and complete
medical core-and much more.
If you're a college grdduate or
soon will be, AIM HIGH. Contact
your Air Force recruiter for
details about Officer Training
School and pilot training. Call
USAF OFFICER RECRUITING
1-800-423-USAF TOLL FREE

~~------

Soccer
was-8-D .
The men took on UMSL on the
Friday night of Homecoming in another conference game. A large crowd
attended the game to cheer on the
team. UMSL jwnped out on top scoring off a comer kick 10 minutes into
the game. The half was evenly played.
Tim Koscielski tied the game when he
punched home a loose ball from a free
kick.
The second half started poorly.
Less than 2 minutes in UMSL scored
on a play that appeared to be offsides .
When UMR ballboy Tim Owens heard

from page 9
that the goal was allowed he said,
"Dam, that' s stupid! "
UMSL fini shed the scoring using a
quick restart from a free kick, and then
chipping the ball over the keeper. The
final score was 3-1 , with UMSL coming out on top. This dropped the
Miners record to 7-5- 1 overall.
If for some reason you haven't
come out 10 support the team, there are
only tw o home games left this season.
The Miners nex t challen ge is thursday
evening at 7:30 against Mi ssouri
Southern .

The Miners have been doing very well in the past few games
with great team efforts. Kurt Obrien (below) tries to get past !i
his Westminster opponent during the game last Monday. The ~
Miners scored very easily in the second half. The Miners set ~
up a score with good passing (below).
.!l

Baseball ·down to three
By Jim Reed
Sports Editor
The American League Championship series ended Sunday before the
Boston Red Sox knew what happed.
Oakland sweep them in four straight,
not only with powerfull offense, of
which they had plenty, but also with
excellecnt piching.
Dennis Eckersley, who has been
keckedaround the leagues the past few
years seams to have fund his plaee as a
stopper for the A's . He finished the
year with 45 saves and saved every
~ game of the LCS. Dave Stewart also
~ picthed well gaining his second win
Sunday night.
., As for the powerful! offense, the A's
got runs from everyone in the lineup ,
'1ot just relying on the bug names of
Henderson, Conscco, McQuire, and

i

Parker.
Moving over to the National League,
the only real contest, the Dogers are
surprising everyone while taking a 3-2
game lead into the game Tuesday
night.
They have totaly relyed on Oral
Hurchisser who has started two games
and got a save in a third. He finally got
some support from the team when
Kurk Gibson started hitting. He has
two homers in the series. The bad
news is that he came up limp,ing after
stealing second in Mondays game.
The New York crowd showed their
very poor sportsmanship and laque of
common decency by cheering the injury.
The Dogers look good going home to
l':nish up the series but Oakland is
going to be very tough to stop.

Order of the Sun leads womens Intramurals
By Jim Reed
Sports Editor
Its half way through the semester
and ladies intramurals is still up in the
air with six contenders . The top four
places are filled with the top four finishers in inlTamural football . Those
finishes allowed RHA to move ahead
of ZTA and TJHA for fourth .
Speaking of RHA , this pas t weeks
Athlete of the week went to Melissa
Krolak ofRHA who took first pl ace in
racquetball , and was the quarterback

for the football team .
The team of the week honors went to
The Liltle Sigmas of Sigma Chi who
came from behind to beat Chi Omega
and then went on to win first place in
football.
Other important points comm ing up
include swimming and tennis, and
other sporLs will be sLarting soon . The
door is sLill open for any of the LOp six
Leams, and if some of the others came
La life they mi ght be able La caLch up so
go out and support your organization.

Standings
(Top 10)
1. Order of the Sun
2. Little Sigmas
3. Chi Omega
4. RHA
5. ZTA
6. TJHA
7. Alpha Omega
8. Kappa Delta
10. White Stares

179
159
152.5
126
110
109
83
80.5
60

-

Homecoming football game in action
The Miners had a very good
controlled drive that they finished off with a TO (left). The
offensiv~ line was able to
control the defense all the
second half. The defense
also did its part by causing
turnovers.
Mike Swinford
recovered a funble (middle).
The defense didn't allow any
big plays in the first half but
they allowed them to get a few
key plays in the second half
that led to scores. By this
time though, the game was
out of reach for the Bear Cats.
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Immediate openings for 1988/89 Graduates and C9-0P Candidates
Engineering. Computer Science (BS/MS)

When you start
your career, there's nothing
like initial success.

19hometo
lakJand is
:op.
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Thursday, October 20

IBM INFORMATION DAY
Your future in technology
could be in software
development or engineering.
If you 're ready to start a successful career in
one of these creative areas of information tech·
nology, come meet our repres~ntatives at an
informal briefing, and find out more about our
current openings . Please bring 4 copies of your
resume and, if available, your transcript.
An equal opportunity employer. U.S. ci tizens ,
permanent residents , and intending citizens
under the 1986 Immigration Reform and
Control Act only.

20
University Center-East
Centennial Hall
12 :00 noon - 5pm
(Stop by anytime)
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The campus played host to a cake and pie judging contest
Thursday. Chi Omega's cake (bottom) won best overall.
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Paul Eggers, Jon Schmidt, and Matt Etchemendy of Beta Sigma PsI won first pIIIce
in Tuesday's "Unusual Instrument" competition. .
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P{acement··
PERMANENT EMPLOYMENT

TAMl(O ASPPHALT PRODUCTS

FALL WEEKLY DETAIL LIST .7
WEEK OF NOV. 1.-18, 1988

SIGNUpS
LOCATED:
HOURS:

P.O. Box .19580

6~B02

Mr. Weldon Keckley

attn:

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
1
MAJORS:
as in Chemistry or ME
POSITION:
Manufac turing
LOCATION:
Joplin. MO
Ground level (G- 3 Buehler Bldg.) Use door
DEC. 88 GRADS
on Southeast Corner by Centerre Bank Drive-up). 2.5 G . P.A .
U.S. CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED
7:,.5 to 11 :3 0 a . m.; 1:00 to ":15 p.m .

AND RESUME

PRESCREENING

DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES:

INTERVIEW DATE:

EMERSON ELECTRONIC & SPACE DIY
8100 W. Florissant Ave .
St. , Louis, MO 63136
attn:
Ms. Peggy Hi! yer

-

IllU.I.MIIIlK

Kansas City, MO

attn:

PRESCREENED I NTERY I EWS

...ce

INC

220 West .th St.

Joplin. MO

Oct . 13, 1988

Career Development Mfg . position
Kansas City

INTERVIEW DATE:

Oct.

13. 1988

Nov. 8. 1988

RESUMES ONLY
I

St. Louis, MO 63131
attn: Mr . William Stohecker

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
HQ 55th COMBAT SUPPORT GROUP (SAC)
Offutt Air Force Base, NE 68113-5000
attn:
Mr. Ronald Peterson

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
1
MAJORS:
BS EE or Comp Sci
POSITION:
Entry level - may include
Eng. fabrication or test, elec. design,
auto test equipment, prod. line: .EE in
operations
LOCATION:
St. Louis
. DEC . '8 8 GRADS
3.0 G.P .A . REQUIRED
U.S. CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED FOR MOST POSITIONS

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
1
MAJORS:
BS in EE, ME. ChE or Eng. Mgt WILL ACCEPT RESUMES FROM ELECTRI CAL ENGINEERS
POSITION :
Inside Sales Eng .
FOR ENGINEERING AND DESIGN OFFICE.
Postion
LOCATION :
St. Louis
is locate d at Of futt Air Force Base, NE.
DEC. 88. MAY 89 GRADS
Interest i n power s ystems or will ing t o
work and train in this speciality.
Oct. 13, 1988 .
DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESJJMES;
Nov. L8, 1988
INTERVIEW DATE:
CONTACT : Mr. Ronald Peterson , · t.02-29~-5365

DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES'
INTERVIEW DATE:
Nov. 15, 1988

OF DEFENSE - NAVy
Naval Recruiting DistD.ict
.05 South Tucker
St. Lou'is, MO ', 63102
attn : Mr. Kent Custer

Oct. 13. 1988

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES :
1: BS/ME. EE
Production Management Trainee
Control

Manag~ment- ~~in:;/MS

Met Eng. for Quality

~OCO CORPORATION - INFORMATION MEETING ON OCT . i9. 198B
6:00 P.M .• CENTENNIAL HALL EAST

Engineering & Hard Sciences
Navy nuclear propulsion
~upervisors I managers,
LOCATION:
'l.nstructors, R&D
JUNIORS, SENIORS, G~~ious Atlantic & P~cific
U.S . CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED
Coast
3.0 ' G. P.A . REQUIRED
SIGNUP DATE: Nov : 3, 1988
INTERVIEW DATE : Nov , L7, l..988

.'.

~1'~s~I~~L~ark

-i'i'

ADDITIONS

Groveport, OH t.3'125
attn : Mr. TO,d d Mayse

UNITED TEf;,EPHQNE

I7-NOV

INFORMATION MEETING ON OCT. 16. 1988
6;00 P.M., MISSOURI ROOM

CHEVRON CORP .

INFORMATION MEETING ON OCT. 26, 1 988
7:00 P.M .• CENTENNIAL HALL

CONOCO • INC.

- INFORMATION MEETING ON OCT. 17, 1988
6:00 P.M .• G3 ChE - Schrenk Hall,

GENERAL DYNAMICS

- INFORMATION . MEETING ON OCT. 26 " 1988
6:30 P.M . • ROOM 125, 'ChE

., 8=. , 1_988

GENERAL ELECTRIC
(Tech. Sales)
HEWLETT PACKARD

- INFORMATION MEETING ON OCT. 17, 1988
6:00 ~,M "
MI R:;FjUlU ftCIc.1M

LTV MI SSILES &

ELEC6~~~I56~P1988. - .INFORMATI ON" MEETING ON
7;00 P.M .• MARK TWAIN ROOM

DEADLINE fOR TIIRNING IN RESUMES-

Oct. 13 , 1988

Nov.

INFORMATION MEETING ON OCT.
7:00 P.M. ~ MARK TWAIN ROOM

DEP.T._ OF ENERGY

U.S. ARMY
CORPS OR ENG.

DEC. 88 GRADS
INTERVIEW DATE :

INFORMATION MEETING ON OCT. 18, 1988
7:00 P.M . • MISSOURI ROOM

,

HPR DEPT.
Overland P.ark, KS 66216 '
attn: Mr. ken Poe
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES : 1
ANY DEGREE
MAJORS:
POSITION:
. 1.year. training program H~ghl¥ , protective risk
Fire Protection Eng.
LOCATION:
Overland Park

COMPANY

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
1
MAJORS:
BS /EE. Eng. Mgt .
POSITION :
Management Trainee
(Note:
Position is not for R&D - -will work
with network & transmission l
LOCATION:
Midwest
DEC. 88. MAY 89 GRADS
3.0 G . P.A . AND ABOVE
PERMANENT RES. VISA REQUIRED
INTERVIEW DATE:

C)(TERPI LLAR CO.

KEMPER GROUP INSURANCE

Oct . 13, 1988

- INFORMATION MEETING ON OCT. 2 •• 1988
. 7: 00 P. M., CENTE~IAL HALL

AReo OIL & GAS

...~~

HAS ADDED 'SCHEDULE FOR OCT. 17, 1988 :· May tag
has added BS/MS ME , EE for R&D. Qual i t.y C~ t
1
Methods Eng.
. on ro ,
SIGNUP DATE:
TUESDAY, OCT. 11. 1988
INTERVIEW DATE: OCT. 17 , 1988

5.5 • • West 110th St .
Overland Park. KS 66211
attn : Mr. Jim Dillon

DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES;

OCT

MlIllAll

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
~
MAJORS:
BS in ME or CE
POSITION :
Sales Engineer
LOCATION:
Nationwide
recent grads or DEC. 88, MAY 89 grads
2.5 G. P.A. REQUIRED
PERMANENT RESIDENCY REQU.I\!ED
DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES'
INTERVIEW DATE:
Nov : 16 ', 1988

C!i}\NGES'

INFORMATION MEETINGS SCHEDULED
OCT. 10 -2 8-88

",

lL.S , DEPT

NUMBER OF SCHEDuLES:
MAJ;ORS:
POSITION:

for Steel

LOCATION :
IL, IN, OH. PA
DEC. 88, MAY 89 GRADS
PREFER 2.7 G. P.A .
MUST BE AUTHORIZED TO WORK IN U . S.
DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES:
Oct. 13. 1988
INTERVIEW DATE:
Nov. 15, 1988

ory
laf '

1
BS/Eng. Mgt .

POSITION:
LOCATION:

DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES '

Nov. 17 , 1988

1655 Des Peres Rd.

LTV STEEL

-

NUMBER OF SCHEDULES:
MAJORS :

DEC. 88 , MAY 89 GRADS
U.S. CITIZENSHIP OR PERM. RES. VISA REQUIRED
3.0 G.P.A. REQUIRED

LEEpS & NORTHROP

P.O. Box 6778 "
Cieveland .. OH ."'01
attn: Ms. Dee Tripp

JJ'

64-1~1-65eO

Ms. Cindy Aiken

20. 1988

- INFORMATION MEETING ON OCT. 2 •• 1988
Room. 11. CEo 7:00 P . M.

Oct. 13. 1988

7. 1988

U. S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS
NOTE:
instead of Oct. 27, 1.988.
WILL INTERVIEW ON OCT. 25

Nov. 16, 1988

Co-op 'Empfoyment
Interview date ;
October, 1988

Wed .

oct. 26 . 1988

ANHEUSER BUSCH COMPANIES

st. Lo~is, ' Missouri
c,Q~OP

AERONAUTICAL SYST~MS ' DI~~S~ON
wright Patterson AF,B" OH

EHPIPXMENT
,Interviewing:

Sign-up lOcation'

Sign-up' hours'

101 Buehler Bldg., Co-op
Office
9th , Rolla sts.
1:45 am - 11:30 am
1:00 pm - 4:00 pm

M.E.'

Requirements:
2.8 GPA or above, American citizenship or permanent resident, must have 4-5
semesters of school completed at the e nd of the
present semester
Sign-up dote;

** * * *** *. * * * * * * * ** ** * * * * * * * ••• * * * * * * * *. *. * * *..

E.E., Eng . Hqmt"

Start work:

Wed

oct . 12

1988

spring, 1989

1 schedule - E. E - 12 interView times
1 schedule - Eng.Mqmt . - 12 intervie~ times

Interviewing:

A.E .,

,c.sc.,.

E.E., M.E.,

Requirement!9! 2 . 5 GPA or ~Y!!-' ~erican Citizenship required
1,<·-

Sign-up dote:

Wed .. Oct

12

1988

RESUMES ONLY.
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE CONSIDERED . FOR CO-OP EKPIPYMENT WITH THE ABOVE COMPANY, PLEASE BRING A cOpy OF YOUR CO-OP RESUME
TO ~E CO-OP OFFICE ON THE ABOVE SIG~-UP DATE .

1 schedule - M. E. - 12 interview times

** **** ** *** •••• *. * *.*** .......... ***."•• * •• ***

See CcH»p, page 17
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We're your loca! Authorized Kenwood Dealer. We offer
the product knowledge and installation expertise to bring out
all of the sound quality that a Kenwood sys tem has to offer.
So if sound quality is important to you, don 't go to just any
dealer. See a specialist. Us,

You can work for the
Missouri Miner!
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Welcome Students

ERE

Apply for a position
with our interesting
staff.

FREE

Get the point? Then
get a job:

PAN
To

'"
USD

Hi!Int
Req

'en

WITH ANY PURCHASE

'32 OZ. TRAVEL MUG'
to ALL
UMR Students with I.D.
HWY 72 East
arces
rom Phelps County Bank

Not Valid with Tobacco or Alcohol Purchases
J _

We have openings,
with competitive
salaries, in
Advertising
News Reporting
Features writing
Sports Repo rting

To apply, come to the
Miner office, 302
Rona Building,
Thu rsday evenin g at
6 p.m., or call 34 14 235 M onday
afternoon.
Bloom Count " frames cou rtesy of

Berke

hed

-

MisSouri Miner

Wednesday, October 12, 1988

Co-op

from page 15

Interview date:

Thurs"

Oct . 27. 1988

AMERICAN ELECTRIC POWER SERVo CORP.

Columbus, Ohio
rnterv.iaving;

E.E., M.E., Nuc . E.

Requirements: 2 . 8 GPA or above, American Citizenship or permanent residency, must have completed at least 66 hours at the end of the present' semester towa:,d B,S. degree program
Sign-up date;

Thurs., Oct. 13,

AH interviews ' only

2

sch~ules

Page 17

~ 988

*. * ****. * **. *.'•• *.

- 14 interview times

* * ****.. ** * *•• *•• * * ** * *.******

BELL NORTHERN RESEARCH INC .

SPECIAL NOTICE - PRESCBEENIHG

Research Triangle Park, NC
Interviewing:

C.Sc., E.E., M.E., Math.

Requirements:

3.0 GPA or above

Sigp-up date Wed.

Oct

19

SIGN-UP FOR OLIN CORPORATION, E . ALTON, ILLINOIS
CO-OP INTERVIEWS

1988

TURN IN RESUMES:

RESUMES ONLY.
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE CONSIDERED FOR CO-OP EMPLOYKENT WITH THE ABOVE,
PLEASE BRING A COPY OF YOUR CO-OP RESUME TO THE
CO-OP OFFICE ON THE ABOVE SIGN-UP DATE .

•••••••• *. **............ ***•• *••••• *. **•••• **. *

Thursday, Oct. 27, 1988

WHERE :

Co-op Office" 101 Buehler Bldg.

TIMES:

7:45 am- 11:30 am -

1 : 00 pm -

4:00 pm

INTERVIEWING:

Met.E., C.Sc., Eng. Kqmt •

REQUIREMENTS:

2.5 GPA or , above,

Permanen~

Visa

US DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE-FOREST SERVICE

MilWAukee, Wisconsin

'
TJ:IE . ACTUAL INTERVIEW DATE · WILL BE THURSDAY, KOVEllBER 17.

Interv iewing:'
Interview date:

Oct. 28« 1988

Friday

BEKAERT ·CORPoRATION

lU.

. Dyersburq, Tennessee
M.E~· ,

Interviewinq:

E. E.,

Requirements:

3.0 GPA or above, American Citi-

Met.E.

zenship required, aust have completed at least
30 credit hours toward. B.S.• deqree program at
the end. ot the present sellester
Sign-up date;

Thurs .

Oct .

13

Start work:

Sprinq, 19B9

1 schedule -

13 interview times

1988

ATEC ASSOC. IKC.

st. Louis, Missouri
C.B., Ge_ology, Geo.B., M.B.

Requirements: 2.,5 GPA or above, American ci tizenship not required. Must have completed at
least 60 hours at the end of the p"r esent semest~r toward B. S. degree program.

our

s.

rhen

sign-up date:
start work:

Thurs.

oct. 13

Olin corporation, E. Alton, IL has requested that
we furnish them with resumes for pre-screening. We will
accept as many ~ resumes as we can collect. Just
drop off a copy at your ~ resume on the above
sign-up date. After pre-screening , Olin will send
the Co-op Oft ice a list of those students they
Are interested in interviewing. The list should be
available in the Co-op Oftic a on Thurs., Nov. 10.
Check with the Co-ol? Otfice no later than Nov: 10.

Requirements: 2.0 GPA or above, American citi zenship of permanent resident. A~adem i c level
of applicants: completing at 'least 30 credit
hours at the end of the present ' semester :
pick up Government form '171 on day of signups.
Sign-up date;

Wed .. Oct

19

1988

RESUMES ONLY.
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE CONSIDERED FOR CO-OP EMPLOYMENT WITH THE ABOVE COMPANY , PLEASE BRING A COPY OF YOUR CO-OP RESUME
TO THE CO-OP OFFICE ON THE ABOVE SIGN-UP DATE • .

*•• *••••• ****** •••• **.****.** ••• *.******•• **.*,** ••

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• **•••••••••••••••

Interviewing:

C. E .

1988

KOTE:

The ones

~at

indicate RESUMES ONLY.

This means the co_pany will not be on
campus interviewing, but they want resumes_
to review And should contact you if they
,
are interested in interviewing you.

ISM CORPORATlOII, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS CO· OP INTERVIEI/$, OCToBER,
1988
ISM WILL HOLD All INFORIIAL INFORIIATlOII ANO SIGIIUP

Please let the Co-op Office know immediately of any acceptance of an offeF.

DAY ON THURSIlAY, OCTOSER 20, 1988 IN THE CENTENNIAL

Please check with the Co-op Office periodically to check if additional companies have
scheduled interviews.

HALL, UNIVERSITY CENTER·EAST.
12:00 NOON • 5:00 PM .

Summer, 1989 through Fall, 1989

RESUMES ONLY.
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE CONSIDERED FOR CO-OP EMPLOYMENT WITH THE ABOVE COMPANY, PLEASE BRING A COPY OF YOUR CO-OP RESUME
TO THE CO-OP OFFICE ON THE ABOVE SIGN-UP DATE.

'**'* ••••••• *.** ••••••••••••••• ****••••••••••••••
DEFENSE MAPPING AGENCY AEROSPACE CTR/POR

Addition to the OctQber

1988 CO-Qn List

Interview date:

NQv. 10

Thurs.

MO

INVITED.

1988

Interviewing :

Enq . Mgmt., M.E., Physics

~~!~r;~;;i~~:

Requirements:

3.0 GPA or above, American Citizen-

ship required, Academic level of . . . .
applicants: at least 30 credit
hours completed at the end of the
present semester. toward bs degree .

Requi:ements: 2.0 GPA ,or above, American Citizenshl.p requl.red
Sign-up date:

Tues.

Oct. 18.1988

Sign-up date :
1 schedule -

RESUMES ONLY .
IF YOU_ WOULD LIKE TO BE CONSIDERED FOR CO-OP EMPLOYMENT WITH THE ABOVE COM-

PANY, PLEASE BRING A COPY OF YOUR CO-OP RESUME
TO THE CO-OP OFFI CE ON THE ABOVE SIGN-UP DATE.

••• ** *. *. ****. *•• *•• ***. *. **•••••• ** *. *** *** ***
USDA -

STUlENTS

ACTUAL INTERVIEW DATE WILL BE 011 FRIOAY,

OCT. 21, 1988.

(St. Louis)

st. Louis, Missouri

Math., C. Sc., Geology, Geopbys-

(STOP BY ANYTIME)

INTERESTED IN CO'OPING WITH THE ISM CORPORATIOII ARE

HUSSMANN CORPORATION
Bridg~tQn,

H(lJRS WILL BE FROII

OISCIPLlNES :

CO'OP OPPORTUNITiES INCLUDE BUT ARE
NOT LIMITED TO SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT,
TECHNICAL MARKETING AND ENGINEERING .

Wed .. Oct. 26. 1988
11 interview times

********.*** •• *******.*.****.***.***.**********
Interview date :

Thurs .

Oct. 27

POSITION(S)

REPRESENTATIVES FRC14 VARlooS U. S. LOCATIONS

& LOCATIONS :

WILL CONDUCT AN INFORMAL INFORMATION SESSION
ON OCT . 20 . STUDENTS INTERESTED IN INTERVIEWING WITH IBM SHooLD ATTEND . DETAILED
INFORMATION WILL BE PROVIDED AT A LATER DATE.

1988

INTERNATIONAL PAPER

Pine Bluff, Arkan sas

FOREST SERVICE

Milwaukee , Wisconsin

Interviewing:

Interviewing :

Requirements: 3.0 GPA or above, second semester
sophomores or above, American Citizenship required.

C. E.

Requirements: 2.0 GPA or above, American Citizenship required, sophomores or above
Sign-up date:

Tues.« Oct

18

1988

~SUMES ONLY.
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE CONSIDERED FOR CO-OP EMPLOYMENT WITH THE ABOVE COMPANY, PLEASE BRING A COPY OF YOUR CO-OP RESUME

Ch.E., E.E., M.E.

ALL STUDENTS MUST HAVE A RESUME AND TRANSCRIPT ON FILE AT THE
CO'OP OFFICE BEFORE Y~ WILL BE CONSIDERED FOR co-qP EMPLOYMENT.

~ee Sharon, Co-op Off ice , 1 0 1 Buehler Bldg. if
l.nterested in interviewing wi th International
Paper

YOO MUST SUBMIT ( 4) COPIES OF YooR CO'OP RESUME FORM TO IBM ON
THE INFORMAL INFORMATION AND SIGNUP DAY, OCTOBER ZOo

**************************.********.*********

Note: IBM will consider U.S. Citizens , Permanent Residen t s or
"Int endi ng Citizens" as defined by the 1986 Irrmigr at ion Reform
and Control Act.

TO THE CO-OP OFFICE ON THE ABOVE SIGN-UP DATE .

.**.*.*.********.************.*****.**.***********

Ir -~-~----~----------- -~I
15% OFF EVERYTHING 1
1
WITH ID AND COUPON
I
I
I·
1
1
JEWELRY - WATCHES 1
1
REPAIRS
- DIAMONDS:
I
1
903 PINE STREET
364-2264
1
I
I
DIAMOND & GOLD OUTLET
1
1

~-------------~-------~

Banquet Facilities Available
Men's Night - Wednesday
Ladies' Night - Thursday
9:30 - 1:00
341-2110

2001 Forum Drive
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MODERN CLEANERS

D&D Suppli es

SPI AH Games

ROLLA CRA FT & HOBBY
1009 Pine

Rolla, MO 65401

364-5581

EXPER T ALTERATIOI\'S
D
OWNE & MANA GED BY UMR ALUM NI
9TH & PINE 364 - 2509

submlUl

"iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~

Awarene ss,
Recogni tion,Trea tment

LJ",;r-rll:::':)~"LJI~ /

BI;~!~~~6

HA IR

BOU TIQ UE

FOR HELP
215 WEST 8th STREET
DURING UNPLANNE D PREGNANCY
P.O. BOX 832
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
ROLLA. MISSOURI 65401

.•

541-5800

OPEN
10 - 6
Thesda y Saturday

109 N. Bishop (Hwy 63) ROlla~

$20.00 Discount on all
exercycles, wind trainers and
rollers with a UMR ID.

Sch win n & Tre k 364-2412
ACAD EMIC SUCCESS STRA TEGIE S

NE ED A LA WY ER
ST ueo OFFICE
202 uew
ASK
ME

Tuesdays
2:30 p.m.
Open

fo~

Lunch Daily

Call Us!
Rolla
-71 10
364
Bishop

~

Do you seem to be having problems academically, but
are unsure what may be causing these problems? Dr.
Camille Consolv o will be facilitating a group beginning
Octobe r 20 to discuss time managemant, stress management, test anxiety, effective study skills, and self-motivation. The group will meet on five consecutive Thursdays from 1:30 to 2:30 p.m. Attendance is require d at
all sessions.
Due to limited enrollment interested persons must
contact the Counseling Center, Room 106 Rolla Building or phone 341-4211 to sign up for the group. Room
location will be announced at that time.

Hours:
11 am - 1am Sun.-Thurs.
11am - 2am Fri.-Sat

END Of THE IAINBOW,w i6 F?~

ME DI - VALUE
PHA RM AC Y

"Mid- Misso uri's leade r in high
perfo rman ce audio "
Discov er why the manuf acturer 's of the world's
finest audi~ equipm ent have selecte d END OF
THE RAINB OW to repres ent their produc ts.

~
DEN ON,
~

~Nakam.ichl
HQ./ AI..Bm!IE.
~klipscli

Boston Acoustics

YAMAH~
HWY . 63 N .
_ ...

. _ _ . .......

~

A,S.H.R.
A.S.H
Society 0

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF MENTAL HEALTH

YOU HAVE FRIENDS WHO CARE

PEDAL
POW ER
CYCLERY

Secr elSI

ROLL A, MO· 36441 91

___
. . ... . ... - .ac ._ _ ._ _ ... _ . _ _ _ ......

~
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DOM INO 'S

PIZ ZA

DEL IVE RS®
FRE E.
Drivers carry less
than $20.00.
Umited delivery area.

© 1988 Do minO'S Pizza 1nc.

t"
,
. ~..~

Rolla's Only Downt own Phann acy ,',
1000 Pine ~tr~et Rolla 3~4-7077 '>
Mon.- Fn. 8.30-8 Sat. 8.30-6
Sunda y 11-5
7 DAYS A WEEK

.

~..: "

' : " . ;1,',
'. . "

Full Line of Drug Store and Pharmacy Items Plus!
If you have questions about the prescriptions you take,
ask Bill Wuenscher, your friendly pharmacist, for the
answers!
THE PHOTO DEPAR TMEN T .
Nikon ,. Pentax, Yashica Contax, Canon,
Kalimar Cameras , Lenses and Accessories
Darkroom Suppplics and Equipmc nt
One-Hour PhOLO Proccssing
10% studcnt Discount on Processing
Now open Sundays for your Photo
Finishing Needs

Depressiv e diso.-ders are in·
creasing among this country's
teenagers . Many young
people, whose symptoms are
chalked up to the "nonnal adjustments" of adolescen ce, do
not get the help they need.
Some become so despairin gbelie0ng their problems in·
soluble - that they try to kill
themselve s, and unfortuna tely
some actually do. During
the past three . decades,
suicide among adolescen ts
has increased 300 percent.
While not the only cause of
suicide, depressi on is always the cause of much pain.
That is why the National In·
stitute of Mental Health
(NIMH) is providing infonna·
tion on adolescen t depressio n
as part of a national ed~ca·
tion campaign called project
D/ART (Depressi on Aware·
ness, Recogniti on and Treat·
ment). Dr. Frank Sullivan,
Acting Director of NIMH,
would like everyone to recognize the symptoms of depres·
sion so that those who are suffering can get the help they
need. Treatmen t can save a
great deal <ifpain. It may even
save a life. '
Some symptoms of adoles·
cent depressio n are the same
as those for depressio n in
other age groups:
• feelings of sadness
• helplessness
• hopelessn ess
• guilt
• loss of confidenc e
• self·esteem
• changes in sleeping and
eating habits.
• loss of interest in usual
activities
In addition, depressed ado·
lescents often "act out." That
is, they try to "cover" their de·
pression by acting angry, ago
gressive, running away, be·
coming delinquen t or abusing
drugs or alcohol. Feelings of
loneliness , emptiness an,d
lack of social support a re also
common.
The key to recognizin g de·
pression in a teenager is that
the change in behavior lasts
for weeks. In fact, any young·
ster who has four or more of
the above symptoms for more
than a few weeks or who is
doing poorly in school, seems
socially withdraw n, uncar··
ing, and no longer interested
in activities once enjoyed
should be checked for a possible depressiv e illness.
As a first step, youngster s
should visit the family doctor,
clinic, or health maintena nce
organizat ion to rule out other
illnesses. If the doctor finds
the youngster is depressed ,
. h!, or she may treat the depres·
. sion or refer the t eenager to
mental health specialist .
Referral can also be received
by calling your local Mental
Heal t h Association or com·
munity mental health center.
informatio n
further
For
about D/ART and where to get
help, write to NIMH·DlA RT,
5600
Inquiries.
Public
Rockville,
Fishers Lane,
Marylalld 20857.
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Experience gained through membership in ASHRAE
tion, operation or maintaining systems
used to control the indoor environmen't
in buildings.
Each month the student brach fea tures a new guest sPeaker. Topics
which are discussed at the meetings
cover a wide range of subjects including sales, marketing, manufacturing,
and applications common in 'the field
of Hea;ing, V,entilating \illdAirConditioning (HVAC). For the entry level
engineering student these lecture will
provide advice fTom practicing engineers, and help to shape the course of
study you will pursue in the near fu-

tu reo
Tours , scheduled by the student
branch, are carried out both on and off
campus with the intention of exposing
the student to real life work situations.
These toUTS not onJy focus on the
applications of HV AC, butlaso show
the student some of the systems they
will be studying in the future or may
have already studied.
Heating, Refrigeration and Air
Conditioning have long been disciplines in the field'ofMechanical Engineering. There are several courses
here at Rolla which should be given a

Its

Submitted by Dave Pollman
Secretary and Treasurer of
A.S .H.R.A.E.
A.S.H.R.A.E. is The American
Society of Heating, Refrigeration and
Air Conditioning Engineers. This
semester is the start of a new campaign
to educate the engineering student to
the advantages and experience which
can be gained through a membership
i~ ASH RAE. The importance of this
society stems not only to upper level
engineering students, but even more
so to the freshman and sophomores
interested in designing i
construc-

of
!I.
in.

All students are politically active
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Rolla or Columbi a campuses falls into
Submitted by ASUM
Politics. Some people think of cor- this category. ASUM, the Associated
ruption and other evil connotations. Students of the University of Missouri,
Yct others don't really know or care. is a student-funded, student-operated,
. But it's part of our lives, something we student-servicing special interest
deal withon a daily basis. Whether you group. Headquartered in Columbia
know it or not, agree with it or not, or with a branch office here in Rolla, we
simply don't care, as students of the are here to service YQurI!eeds and interUniversity of Missouri-Rolla, you are ests.on a state-wide political level. As
a membcr, you are entitled to some
actively involved in politics.
Did you realize that you are a mem- benefits which include participation in
ber of a political Special Interest our lunch with a legislator progTam,
Group? And did you know that you are voter registration drives, and our politia due-paying member' In fact, every cal intern program .
student of the University of Missouri-

.Information .on any of these programs and other· ASUM activities can
be received by inquiring at our office
located ai 206 University Center-West.
We are looking for interested volunteers to help with our schedule of programs for this semester and next. If you
would like to take an actiye participation in state goveriunent, ·are interested
in politics, or are simply curious what
your dues are going ta'ward, come and
inquire. We'd be more than happy to
answer any questions you may have. In
fact, we encourage it!

Here's more from Associated Students
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Submitted by ASUM
If the idea of meeting state-wide
legislators and spending some time in
Jefferson City lobbying for stud~nt
issues is something that tickles yourcuriosity, ASUM has the opportunity of a
lifetime. Our political intern program,
unique to the U.S . in that it combines
lobbying experience with actual academic credit, is an e xcellent opportunity for you to become involved!
Our political interns spend a semester lobbying in Jefferson City, speaking
before commillee hearings, approaching state legislators to confinn support

for a student issue, and receiving credit
for it. The only requirements are that
you are of sophomore standing when
you take the internship, have a 2.8
GPA , and have an active interest in
state-wide politics. A tOlal of9 hours of
political science credit (Tom the Uni versity of Missouri -Columbia with an
option to take three more of your choice
is the academic credit you would receive from this program. If you would
like to spend a semesterin Columbi a, or
happen to have your home in Columbia, this is an excellent opportunity to
receive some political science credit
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while gaining invaluable insight and
experience on the political structure at
the state level.
Political interns for the '891egislative session are being selected. If you
don't hurry, it may be too late. Or if
next semester seems too hasty, you can
still get some infonnation and consider
participating the following year. General information and application form s
are avail able at the ASUM office, 206
UC-West. We 're looking for interested
individuals willing to make a difference. If that' 5 you, we 'd like t9 ';leet
you!

~

great deal of consideration even if
HV I\C is not primarily your field of
interest. These courses include ME
275 Environmental Control, ME 375
Mechanical Equiptment for Environmental Control , ME 367 Refrigeration
and Heat Pump Systems, and ME 373
The~al System Analysis.
These courses address the creation
and maintenance of an acceptable
indoor air environment and prese~t
methods for preserving indoor air
quality. In addition , the equiptment
which is required to achieve this goal
are examined and analyzed as well as

techniques for annual energy estnnatIon. All of these considerations are
necessary for designing satisfactory
building environment control systems, where people spend a majority
of their time.
It is the objective of the student
branch officers to involve a great deal
more of the entry level students in
active participation in the building of .
their futures, through ASHRAE. Each
semester officer elections are held to
fill the positioh S of president , vicepresident, secretary and treasurer.

StuCo Open Forum held
S"bmitted by Randy Barton
Stu Co Rep
. StudenL Council is giving you a
cpance, once again, to speak out and be
heard. StuCo is genuinely interested in
~earing whatthestud«nts of UMR have
say. Without input ft,;oI,!1 the students,
StuCo representatives have no idea
what to do aoout issues that concern the
,\,hole student body. Help them to do
what they can to help you.
. Students will have a chfulce to meet
the council face-to-face and discuss
current issues and ask questions about
the happenings 'around the campus.
There wili be: an Open Forum on October 12 at 6:30 in Centennial Hall in the
Uni versi ty Center-Ea" for the main

tl)

purpose of discussing the <-urrent referendum concerning Student Activity
Fees.
Students are currently being asked
to vote in the refereridum and state their
preferences about the increasing of Student Activity Fees for Ule 1989-90
school year. Ballots may be obtained
from Student Council members and
should be turned in to them also. Students should indicate the amount of increase or decrease in funds they think
each organization should geL Take the
time to make your opinions known .
YOUR VOTE COUNTS! If you h ~ve
questions about the referendum or other
matters, see yourStuCo rep and come to
the Open Forum. Don'tbe afraid tu ,~<k .

STUDY SKILLS
Do you need to make better use of your studying time? On Wednesday, October 19, Dr.
Gene Van Matre will be discussing effective
study techniques to enhance academic success. The workshop will be held in the Mark
Twain Room, University Center - East, from
3:30 - 4:30 p.m.
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a 1988 Association of American COlleges study of gang rapes, "Those substances are not the direct cause . But
their mood-al tering effects apparen tly
help to set the stage by reducing men ' s
inhibitions and helping them excuse or
rationalize abusive behavior. It weakens a woman 's ability to assess dangerous situations, and diminishes her capacity to take effective steps to safeguard herself. " (Ehrhart and Sandler,
1985)
There is no way to completely
cover this topic in any length of paper
and there is no way to be completely
null of the situation. It cannot always
be said that "it will happcn to someone
else" because you may be that someone else. At<o. the highest statistic is
"Ie fact mal'" UUl of 10 rapes are not

repbrted . Many statist ics arc not given
in thi s report, but the numbers are there
for almost any situation possible.
A closing note: Much of the informalion from this article was obtained
fTom Lt. Watson and Sgt. Pikk a of the
Roll a Police Department, Pal Ordov ensky, "Crime on Campus ," USA To·
day, Vol. 7, No. 14 , October 4, 1988 ,
ana "Sex ual Assault on Campus: What
Collcges Can Do ," by Aileen Adams
and Gail Aberbanel, 1988 Rape Treatment Center, San ta Monica Hosp ital
Medi cal Center.
For more information contact:
Rape Treatment Center, 213-3194000, or Santa Monica Hospital Medi cal Center, 1225 Fifteenth Street,
Santa Monica, CA 90404.
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CAVERN
12th & Pine

Only 2 minutes from campus.

Monday-Saturday

Serving your favorite Beverages
Nightly Specials
~
10 p.m.-close
Daily Food Specials
~
11 a.m,·6 p,m,
Friday Tacos & Burritos
11 a.m.·2 p.m _
DARTS / PINBALL
~
VIDEO GAMES / POOL TABLES
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OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS ON THESE
DOORS FIRST.
Why? Because Army ROTC helps you develop
management and leadership skills. Bwlds your
self-confidence. And makes you a desirable
candidate in the job market.
There's no obligation until your junior year,
but stick with it and you'll have what it takes to
succeed - in college and in life.
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ARMY ROTC
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THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
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, Check it out. NO OBLIGATION. Preregister for Military Science 10
or call Major Fraley at 341 -4744.
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